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The best PHP framework should help create different PHP applications easily and quickly.
CakePHP web development provides a base allowing developers come up with up to date web
applications. Users of this framework make use of the MVC pattern that will categorize your code
into three parts including the view, model and controller parts. Here we look at how to achieve rapid
web development with CakePHP and Zend Framework.  CakePHP; a PHP rapid development
framework offers an extensible platform to develop, maintain and deploy various online applications
this framework uses various design patterns like ORM and MVC thus helping developers make use
of lesser codes as well as reduce the general development cost. An extensive CakePHP web
development will enable access to CakePHP features including:

Booking boy

Traffic travis

Feedback forms

Socialpoake.me

Fanroom

Amerpages

Copify

Piano marvel among others

The Zend framework on the other hand focuses on building reliable, modern and more secure web
applications. As the true spirit of PHP, the Zend web development focuses on simplicity, object
oriented and corporate/user friendly practices. Here is how to achieve rapid PHP web development
with CakePHP and Zend Framework.

Both cakePHP and zend frameworks using some of the best practices in web development. The use
of the right practices and frameworks means reduce costs and faster and more efficient adoption of
important market decisions. The frameworks provides easy to access code bases. What this means
is that your php web development will speed up thus reducing the total maintenance costs. The
frameworks also feature some of the latest features for PHP web development. Some of the
features that will speed up the web development include object oriented, high quality PHP class 5
library, AJAX support which enhances the ease of use frameworks, syndication features among
others. Apart from this, there is also the provision of simple and friendly licensing making it safer for
enterprising. With this, you can rest assured that your codes will be unimpeachable, protected and
compliant to fit your development needs.

Additionally, both the CakePHP and Zend frameworks have been fully tested, and approved by well-
established standardizing agents and bodies. Having been thoroughly tested, both frameworks
provide in built agile methods that are enterprise ready. The testing also ensures that the
frameworks are easy to extend and stable for you. With such a provision, it is possible to re-test
using your extensions for maintenance and proper usage.
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It should not be a problem accessing and using the CakePHP and/or Zend framework when
considering web developing. Both the Cake Web development and Zend web development options
provides easy and highly affordable options for web designing and development. As such, the two
are object oriented making the PHP application development truly rapid and cost effective. The
CakePHP and Zend frameworks are both available online for downloading making them easily
accessible for any web developer looking for reliable and cost effective frameworks to help achieve
rapid PHP web development.
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